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OPTIMAL ALPHABETIC TREES*

ALON ITAIf

Abstract. An algorithm of Knuth for finding an optimal binary tree is extended in several
directions to solve related problems. The first case considered is restricting the depth of the tree by
some predetermined integer K, and a Kn algorithm is given. Next, for trees of degree tr, rather than
binary trees, Kn log tr and n log tr algorithms are found for the restricted and nonrestricted cases,
respectively. For alphabetic trees with letters of unequal cost, a tr2n algorithm is proposed. We
conclude with a comparison of alphabetic and nonalphabetic trees and their respective complexities.
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1. Introduction. When constructing a code, it is often necessary to minimize
the average message length. There is a natural correspondence between a binary
prefix code and a binary tree, associating with every leaf a codeword. Assuming
that every source word has a fixed probability of occurring, the length of an
average message corresponds to the weighted path length of the tree. Let
(wl, , wn) denote the weights of the codewords and l(wi) the length of the path
from the root to the weight wi. The weighted path length (cost) is defined as
WT E7=1 w,l(w,).

In real time applications, it may be desirable to restrict the length of every
codeword. In the tree representation, this restriction is expressed by limiting the
length of any path from the root of the tree to a leaf by some integer K.

Similar problems arise when organizing files. Each entry of the file has a
certain probability of being requested. There is an order between the entries of the
file which must be conserved. No search can take longer than a prespecified
maximum. Our aim is to construct a file which fulfills all the requirements and
minimizes average search time.

The file is represented as a binary tree with the entries at the nodes. Our aim is
to find, among all trees which satisfy the restriction that no path is longer than a
given integer K and which preserve the order of the file entries, one with minimum
cost.

In the paper, we show that an algorithm of Garey [ 1], which is an extension of
an algorithm of Knuth [4], can be used to solve several problems of this nature.

The running time is of order Kn-, where n is the number of nodes, K the
maximal depth.

In 7 we show how to extend the results from binary trees to r-ary trees (i.e.,
trees in which each node may have up to r sons). For this problem, we give
n2K log tr and n2 log tr algorithms for the restricted and nonrestricted cases,
respectively.
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Section 8 deals with alphabetic trees with letter of unequal cost. For this
problem a rn algorithm is proposed. Finally, in the last section, we compare the
problem of alphabetic and nonalphabetic trees and their respective complexities.

2. Definitions. A binary tree consists of a distinguished node, called root, and
right and left subtrees of the root. A binary Cull tree consists of a root and left and
right subtrees, either both empty or both binary full trees. Nodes occurring in the
two subtrees are called descendants of the root. All nodes having a given node as a
descendant are ancestors of that node. If j is the root of a subtree of i, then is the
lather of ] and j is i’s son. Nodes which have no descendants are called leaves.
Nodes which are not leaves are called internal nodes. From the root there is a
unique path to every node i. The length of that path is the number of nodes in the
path minus 1 and is called the depth o[ node i, denoted by l.

Traversing a tree in postorder (symmetric order) [3] (visit the left subtree,
visit the root, visit the right subtree), imposes a full order relation on the nodes.
We say that node i’is left of node ] (i < ]) if precedes ] in that order.

An alphabetic tree for the sequence of nonnegative weights (w, , w,) is a
binary tree with n leaves, each of which is associated with a weight, such that the
leaf of w is left of the leaf of Wi+ for 1,. ., n- 1.

The weighted path length or cost of an alphabetic tree T is given by

WT= i w,l,,
i=1

where l is the depth of the leaf associated with the weight w.
Given a positive integer K a K restricted alphabetic tree is an alphabetic tree in

which no node has depth greater than K. A K restricted alphabetic tree is optimal
if it has minimum cost. In the sequel, we shall use the phrase optimal tree in lieu of
the cumbersome optimal K restricted alphabetic tree.

3. A dynamic programming solution. We first notice that an optimal tree is a
binary full tree (each internal node has exactly two sons), except perhaps when
zero weights are involved. However, in this case, there exists an optimal tree
which is a full binary tree. Henceforth, we shall assume that all optimal trees are
full binary trees.

Let T be an optimal tree, v an internal node of T of depth l; then the subtree
of T with root v is an optimal (K-l) restricted alphabetic tree for its own
sequence of weights.

Let [i, j, k], 1 _-< _-_ j _-< n and 0 _-< k -< K, denote the subproblem of finding an
optimal tree of depth at most k for (w,, w,-1, , w). If k < [log (j- + 1)], then
no solution exists, and we may set WT[i, j, k] oo. Otherwise set

WT[i, i, k]= 0, i= 1,..., n,

() wr[i, i, k] 2 Wr + min {wr[i, b, k 1]+ Wr[b + 1, ], k ]},
r=i

i=l,.. .,n-l,j=i+l,...,n.

The value bo, for which (1) produces the minimum, is the last node (in postorder)
of the left subtree and is called the breakpoint. If bo is a breakpoint for [i, j, k], we
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can construct an optimal tree for [i, j, k] by constructing an optimal tree for
[i, bo, k 1] and [bo+ 1, j, k 1] and combining these two trees. Solving[i, j, k]for
all k, i, j (looping first on k 1,. ., K, then on p j- 1 I,. ., n- 1, then on

1,. , n- p) results in an optimal tree for [1, n, K] the original problem.
After finding the minimum cost, we may reconstruct the tree had we saved

the breakpoints b0 for every [i, j, k].
The resulting algorithm requires execution time proportional to Kn3. Gilbert

and Moore [2] proposed a similar algorithm for trees with no restriction on
maximal depth. See that paper for further description and analysis of the
algorithm.

4. An improved algorithm. We may improve the previous algorithm by
observing the following phenomena.

THEOREM 1. Let bo be the breakpoint ofan optimal tree for 1, n, k ]. Then there
exists an optimal tree for [1, n + 1, k] whose breakpoint b’o satisfies b’o >- bo.

Let b[i, j, k] denote a breakpoint of the subproblem [i, j, k] and b[i, j, k] the
breakpoint of the optimal tree with the smallest breakpoint leftmost tree.

THEOREM 2. There exist optimal trees such that:
(a) b[i, j- 1, k]=< b[i, j, k] <- b[i + 1, j, k]. Moreover, the leftmost trees satisfy

(a); in other words,
(b) b’[i, j- 1, k]_-< b’[i, j, k]<= b’[i + 1, j, k].
We shall prove the theorems in the next section. Let us first see how we can

use these results to obtain an improved algorithm. For fixed k and fixed p j- 1,
the smallest breakpoint of [i, j, k]-b’[i, j, k] lies between b’[i, j- 1, k] and
b[i+ l, j, k] (Theorem 2(b)). Therefore, we need only consider b[i+ l, j, k]
-b[i, j, k] possible breakpoints. Summing over and substituting j i+p, we
find that

n--p

Y. (l+b’[i+l,i+p,k]-b’[i,i-l+p,k])
i=1

=(n-p)+bt[n-p+ 1, n, k]-b[1,p, k]<-2n.

The improved algorithm determines b[i, j, k] and WT[i, j, k] using previously
obtained values. The outer loops on k and p introduce a factor of nK. The whole
algorithm takes time proportional to n2K.

Note that the results of Theorem 2(a) are not sufficient since there may be
optimal trees which satisfy b[i, j- 1, k]> b[i + 1, j, k]. We overcome this diffi-
culty by insisting on the smallest breakpoint. This refinement does not increase the
difficulty of implementing the algorithm and is usually incorporated for the sake of
programming convenience [4, p. 22].

Knuth [4] first proposed this algorithm for the unrestricted case. Garey [1]
extended it to the restricted case when w _-< w2 _-< _-< w,. Here we show that this
additional requirement is superfluous.

5. Proof ot Theorems 1 anti 2. Let T, T’ be trees of depth not exceeding K.
Let a be a node of T, a’ a node of T’. Both T and T’ are subgraphs of a binary full
tree and can be compared by the "left of" relation; i.e., a left of a’ (a < a’), a a’
or a right of a’ (a’ < a). Let x denote the position of weight w in the tree T, x the
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position of w, in T’. In what follows, we shall assume k => log2 (n + 1). First we
notice that by adding to the right a new node of weight w,+l 0 w, moves to the
left.

LEMMA 3. Let T= T[1, n, k] be an optimal tree for weights (wl,. w,).
There exists an optimal tree T’= T’[1, n + 1, k] for weights (w, , w., O) such
that x’, < x,.

Proof. Case 1. x, is of maximal depth. (i.e., I, k). In this case, x’,+ <= x, since
x’. < x,+i’ by transitivity x, < x,.

Case 2. x, is not of maximal depth (i.e., I, < k). In this case, we may obtain an
optimal tree by replacing w, by a node whose two sons are w,, w,+. The resulting
tree T’ satisfies WT’= WT+ w,. To show that T’ is optimal, assume the existence
of a tree T T[1, n + 1, k] which costs less than T’, WT < WT’. We may
construct a tree T T3[1, n, k] by deleting W,+l from T. This would enable us to
decrease the depth of w,. We then have

WT <= WT w. < WT+ w.) w, WT,

which contradicts the optimality of T. Q.E.D.
Next we note that w. does not have to move right when w.+ increases.
LEMMA 4. Let T=T[1, n+l,k] be an optimal tree for weights

(wl,"’, w., w.+). There exists an optimal tree T’= T’[1, n + 1, k] for weights
), w.+ > w,+, such that x’ <(W Wn Wn+ n---Xn.

Proof. If the tree T remains optimal for weights (w,..., w,, w,+l), we are
done since we can choose T’--T. Otherwise, let T’ be any optimal tree for
(Wl,"’, w’,+). Consider the cost of T and T’ as functions of the (n + 1)st
weight, w" WT(w)= Wll + + w.l. + wl,+ C+ 1.+,w, WZ’(w) =wll] +
+w.l’,+wl.+=C’+l’.+w. The difference in cost D(w)=WT’(w)-WT(w)
C’-C+(l’,+-l.+)w is a linear function of w, and we know that D(w’.+) < 0

<=D(w.+,).
It follows that l’,+ < 1,+1. In particular, the father z of x,+ is a node of the

right subtree of the father z’ of x’.+. Since x’. is in the left subtree of z’ and x. is a
descendant of z, we have x. < x.. In both cases we find that x.= x.. Q.E.D.

If we add a new weight w.+l to the right, the weight w. moves left, because we
can do this in two stages: First add a node of weight w,+l 0. This enables us to
move w. to the left. Then increase the weight of the node. This may be done
without moving w, to the right. Thus we have the following corollary.

COROLLARY 5. If T= T[1, n, k] is an optimal tree for (w,. ., w,), there
exists an optimal tree T’= T’[1, n + 1, k] for (w, w,+) such that x’,<x,.

We wish to show that by adding a new node, we form a tree in which none
of the previous weights moves right. It has already been shown that we can
construct an optimal tree in which w, moves left. We shall now show that this
requirement may be extended, and we can find an optimal tree in which no weight
moves to the right.

Some notation follows: For Q a binary tree, let SQ denote the set consisting
of all indices of the weights of Q. WQ as before denotes the cost of Q.

LEMMA 6. Let T= T[1, n, k] be an optimal tree for (w1,..., w,). There
exists an optimal tree T’= T’[1, n+ 1, k] for (wa,..., w,+a) such that
i- 1,... ,n.
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Proof. Assuming to the contrary that no such optimal tree exists, let T’ be an
optimal tree for weights (wl," , w,+l) in which some weights move right. Let
wj_ be the last weight which moves right. (xj-1 < x-i but xl =< xi for j,..., n.)
By Corollary 5, we may assume j-< n. Let z be the deepest common ancestor of
xj-1 and xj (i.e., a node z which is an ancestor of both x_ and x, and no
descendant of z has this property).

Comparing x_ and x to z, there are three possibilities:
(a) w_l and w do not pass z (x_ < x_l’ < z < x’<= xj),"

’<x)"(b) w_l passes z to the right (x_ < z < x_ <x
(c) wi passes z to the left (xi_ < x_ <x < z < x).
(We cannot have x;_l (or x;) equal to z since this would force x; to move right

of xj (or x_ to move left of xi_,).) z must be a node of T’, since otherwise
would be forced right of z, and so would all its descendants, in particular x < x_.
This contradicts the hypothesis that x;_ < x-< x.

Let L(z) be the partial tree containing all the nodes left of z in T and the
paths connecting them to the root of T. Define R(z) in the same fashion on the
nodes right of z in T. L’(z) and R’(z) are the analogous partial trees of T’.

Case (a). wi_l and wi do not pass z. SL(z) {1,. , j- 1} SL’(z) (the leaves
of L(z)). Construct T from L(z) and R’(z). The leaves of T are {1,-.., n + 1}
the same as of T’.

WTe WL(z) + WR’(z) >- WT’ WL’(z) + WR’(z).

If WT2 WT’ we have constructed, contrary to the hypothesis, an optimal tree for
(w, , w, w/) in which no weights move right.

Therefore WL(z)> WL’(z). Construct T from L’(z) and R(z). WT
WL’(z)-t- WR(2;)(WE(z) nu WR (z)= wr. r consists of the same weights as

T, so the last inequality contradicts the optimality of T.
Case (b). wj_ passes z to the right. In this case,

SL(z) {1, , j- 1}, SL’(z) {1,..., i- 1},
i<j.

SR(z)={j, hi, SR’(z)={i, n + l},

Let M’ be a tree partial to T’, which consists of all the leaves SL f3 SR’ and the
paths connecting them to the root of T. (SM’= SL f’l SR’= {i, , j- 1} is the set
of indices of weights which have moved to the right of z.)

When w_ moves right it must stay left of x; -< x. x x since we must make
space for w_. Consequently, wj moves down left. x, the old position of w, is an
internal node of T’; and as it is an ancestor of x;_,, it is an internal node of M’ with
all members of SM’ belonging to its left subtree.

Construct a partial tree T consisting of L(z) and R’(z) from which we have
deleted the elements of SM’. This enables us to bring w up one level. Possibly
can be raised by more than that. However, for simplicity we shall raise it by exactly
one level.

WT WL(z) + WR’(z)- w wm’>- WT’ WL’(z) + WR’(z).

The inequality arises from the fact that T and T’ are built on the same weights
(ST’= ST {1, , n + 1}) and T’ is optimal.
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In case of equality, T2 is an optimal tree in which no weight has moved right.
Otherwise, WT > WT’. Construct the tree T from L’(z) and R(z). The elements
of SM’ are still missing. M’ is a partial tree whose root is the root of T’. We may
insert M’ such that its internal nodes above xj coincide with the corresponding
nodes of R(z). Node xj of R(z) can be moved down-right one level. This makes
space for inserting the rest of M’ (which includes all of its leaves).

WT3- WL’(z)+(WM’+ w)+ WR(z)< WL(z)+ WR(z)= WT.

As T and T have the same set of weights, this contradicts the optimality of T.
Case (c). % moves left of z. This case is analogous to (b), and the proof goes

along the same lines. Q.E.D.
Theorem 1 is now an easy consequence of Lemma 6, since the optimal tree

found in Lemma 6 fulfills all the requirements of Theorem 1.
Now instead of adding a weight let us consider deleting one. The following

lemma will enable us to prove Theorem 2.
LEMMA 7. Let T[1, n, k] be an optimal tree. There exists an optimal tree

T’[2, n, k] such that x ’<,=x, for 2,. n.
The proof is similar and, in some respects, simpler than that of Lemma 6 and,

therefore, will not be pursued here.
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2. The first inequality of part (a),

b[i, j- 1, k] <- b[i, j, k], is just Theorem 1. The second inequality, b[i, j, k]
<= b[i + 1, j, k], follows from Lemma 7 just as Theorem 1 from Lemma 6.

Part (b), b[i,j-1, k]<-_b[i,j, k], is true since if b’[i,j, k]<b[i,
j-1, k], then by the second inequality of part (a) and symmetry there exists an
optimal tree T’[i, j- 1, k] such that

b’[i, j-1, k]_-< b’[i, j, k]< b’[i, j-1, k].

This contradicts the definition of T[i, j- 1, k as an optimal tree with the smallest
breakpoint. The second inequality follows similarly and concludes the proof of
Theorem 2.

6. Applications and related problems. The results of the previous sections
lend themselves to several applications. First consider the K restricted Huffman
problem [1]. Given n source words, each with a predetermined frequency of
occurrence, construct a code with minimum average message length satisfying the
restriction that no codeword has length greater than K. Just as in Huffman’s
original problem, we consider the order between the source words immaterial.
The following lemma enables us to use the previous results to solve this problem.

LEMMA 8. If K>--_ [1ogz n] and w >-... >-w,, there exists an optimal K
restricted tree for (w1," ", w,) such that the leaves associated with the weights
preserve the order (i.e., x is left of x+, 1,..., n- 1). The proof is well known
[3].

As a consequence of this lemma, we obtain an algorithm for the K-restricted
Huffman problem"

(a) Sort the weights such that w => w2 -> w,.
(b) Apply the algorithm of 4 to the new sequence. This is the algorithm

which was proposed by Garey [1].
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As previously mentioned, a nonrestricted version of the algorithm was first
suggested by Knuth [4]. He used the algorithm to find an optimal alphabetic tree
in which information may be stored in the internal nodes as well as in the leaves.

The extended algorithm may be applied to the K restricted version of
Knuth’s problem; i.e., find a tree of minimum cost in which weights are associated
with all nodes, the order of the weights is preserved and no path has depth greater
than K. The proof is essentially similar to that of 5 and will not be presented.

Note that Knuth’s original problem may be viewed as a special case of the
K-restricted problem when K is sufficiently large (K-> n).

7. Alphabetic trees of degree tr>2. Up to now, all algorithms heavily
depended on the fact that we dealt with binary trees. Even though binary codes
are of greatest importance, it is worthwhile to consider codes over an alphabet of
more than two letters. Similarly, there are applications of o--ary search trees for
o->2.

Define a tree ofdegree cr (cr-ary tree) as consisting of a distinguished node, root
and at most r subtrees (the subtrees are ordered). Alphabetic r-ary trees are
defined similarly to alphabetic binary trees. Our object is to find optimal alpha-
betic r-ary trees, i.e., such trees of minimum cost. We shall outline how to find
optimal trees of nonrestricted depth. The extension to trees of restricted depth is
straightforward.

Let an s-forest be a sequence of s trees. The cost of an s-forest is the sum of
the costs of all its trees. Denote an optimal s-forest on weights (w,, , w) by
F[i, j]. Note that Fl[i, j] T[i, ]]. The cost of the s-forest, s > 1, is

WF[i, j] min {WF,[i, b]+ WF_,[b + 1, j]}
i<=b<j

for any s’ 1 -<_ s’ < s. The cost of a r-ary trees is

WT[i, j] Wq + WF[i, j], where Wq Y wr.

Using these equations we may extend the dynamic programming solutions of the
previous sections to find optimal trees and optimal forests. When -]-i __-> o,
there is always an optimal r-ary tree for (wi, ", wj) with exactly o- subtrees.

For each 6- 1,..., n-1, we shall find optimal o--trees and s-forests for
weights (w,,..., w), ] i+ . The values of s for which we shall find optimal
s-forests will depend on o- as follows: First, include the numbers
2, 4, 8,’" ,2 tg2J’, next include the sequence (So,’" s,,), where So=O,S,+l

si- 2 t’g2s’j and s,, is the last number which is not a power of 2. From the
construction, it is clear that a forest of s trees can be constructed by combining a
forest of S,+l trees and a forest of 2 t’g2s’j trees. As m <- [log2 cr], we conclude that
we need to consider at most 2 [log2 o-] values of s.

Applying this extension to Gilbert and Moore’s [2] algorithm yields an
n log o- algorithm.

Given a forest Fs[i, j], let s be constructed as s- s’+(s-s’) in the above
sequence; define the breakpoint as the index of the rightmost weight of the s’th
tree.
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Using this definition, we notice that Theorems 1, 2 hold also for s-forests and
tr-ary trees. This enables us to take advantage of Knuth’s observation and cut the
running time down to n,‘ log,.

8. Alphabetic trees with letters of unequal cost. An interesting problem
arises when we consider constructing an optimal alphabetic tree with letters of
unequal cost. Specifically, for an alphabet of tr letters, let (cl," , c) be the cost

ofthe letters. The costofan edge (a, b) in a tr-ary tree is c, where b is the ith son of
a. (In general, the tr-ary tree need not be full; i.e., not every node has tr sons. For
tr 5, a node may have a second and fourth son while lacking the first, third and
fifth sons.) The cost of a node is the sum of the costs of all the edges of the unique
path from the root to that node. For weights (wl, , w,), an alphabetic tree is a
tr-ary tree with weights on the nodes such that if < }, then wi is left of w. The cost
of an alphabetic tree is WT[1, hi= Y.;’= p,w,, where p, is the cost of the node
associated with w.

Our aim is to find, for given weights, an alphabetic tree of minimum cost
(optimal tree). Note that, as the tree is alphabetic, we may not assume that the
costs of the letters satisfy C1 C2 Ctr. (We may well have c < c,‘, c: > c3.)
We shall consider the case in which the weights are only at the leaves.

Let T.B[i, j] be an optimal tree for weights (wi," , wj) in which the root has
no son smaller than a and none greater than /3. For every a,,i,j (1 <-a-</3
_-< tr; 1 _-< _-< j _<- n), we shall find WT.[i, j], the cost of an optimal tree T,[i, j].
(This implies that T. has at least one edge).

The following equations will provide means to calculate WT.[i, j]"

WT.[i, i] c,,w,;

the tree T.[i, i] uses at least one edge, in this case that edge must be a.

WT,,.[i, i] min {WT,.[i, i]}, a </3;

the root must have exactly one son (edge 3’).

(2) WT,,[i, j]=c,Wj + min {WT...[i, b]+ WT.,+.,[b+ 1, j]}, <j.

The root has exactly one son (edge a). The son must have at least two sons; let the
first be 3’. We choose 3’ and b, the index of the rightmost weight of T,[i, b], so as to
minimize the sum of the cost of the two trees--WT,[i, b] + WT+,[b + 1, j].

WT.o[i, j] min {WT+,.[i, j], WT.[i, b]
i<b<j

+ WTo,+l,t[b + 1, j], WT,[i, j]},

a<fl, i<j.

We should consider three cases: In the first, it is not worthwhile to use edge at
all, hence the optimal tree is WT+.[i, j]; in the second, is truly the first edge,
but there are additional edges. The cost of the optimal tree is WT,[i, b]
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+ WT,,+I,o[b + 1, j]. The last case is when only edge a is used (this might make
some smaller edges available). The cost then is WT,,,,,[i, j]. (Now we shall use (2)
above, where y < tr and b < j, and hence we are not led into an infinite loop).

We compute WT,o[i, ]] in order of increasing ] p, and for a fixed value of
p in order of increasing/3- a. This insures that we never reference values which
have not yet been computed.

This algorithm can be improved by use of the fact that adding an additional
rightmost node does not cause any weight to move to the right. The statement and
proof are similar to that of Theorems 1, 2. This enables us to reduce the
computation time by a factor of n to o-2n 2.

Thus, if we consider tr fixed (e.g., tr 2), the requirement for letters of
different cost does not increase the known time complexity of the problem.

9. Alphabetic trees and nonalphabetie trees. The problem of alphabetic
trees is closely related to that of nonalphabetic trees (i.e., trees in which the order
of the weights is immaterial). However, the relation between the complexity of the
two problems is unclear. For given weights, there are n! times more nonalphabetic
trees than alphabetic trees. This implies a larger domain for the nonalphabetic
case. However, the lack of the order constraint may help us in our search.

We shall now give a closer look at some of the problems and show the
relationship between the alphabetic and the nonalphabetic cases.

Case (a). Binary trees, weights at all nodes, letters of equal cost. Knuth i-4]
considered the alphabetic problem and found an n 2 algorithm. For the nonal-
phabetic case, there exists a linear solution as follows:

First notice that for weights (wl, ", w,) all optimal trees must satisfy
(i) if w, < wj, then I, _-> 1.;
(ii) all nodes, except perhaps those of the last two levels, have exactly two

sons.
Without loss of generality, n 2’- 1 (otherwise add weights (w,,/, , w2,_ 0),
2 < 2n, when the tree is found delete those weights). For such n, the optimal tree is
the complete binary tree of depth l- 1. (The shape of the tree does not depend on
the weights, only on their number.)

We now have to distribute the weights in the tree. This can be done in linear
time by means of the median algorithm [5]. The deepest level will contain all
nodes less than or equal to the median. The second deepest level will contain all
nodes less than or equal the median of the remaining nodes.

Time (n) CN+ Cn/2 + Cn/4 + + C1

<= Cn(1 +1/2+-+ ...)<=2Cn.

C is the constant of the median algorithm. The internal order of the nodes at each
level is arbitrary, since it does not change the cost of the tree.

Case (b). tr-ary trees, weights only at the leaves, letters of equal cost. The
nonalphabetic case is Huffman’s problem, for which his algorithm yields an
n log n solution. In the alphabetic case with tr 2, the T-C algorithm [6], [7] also
yields an n log n algorithm. For tr > 2, we may apply the algorithm of 7, the time
bound of which is n log r.
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Case (c). Binary trees, weights at all nodes, letters of unequal cost. For the
nonalphabetic case, as in (a) above, the shape of the tree is independent of the
actual weights. Therefore, we can find a tree of n minimum cost vertices in time
n log n; number the nodes so that cost (node,)_-< cost (node,+1), 1,. , n- 1.

Order the weights so that wl_-> wz_->... -> w,; then associate with the ith
node the ith weight. The optimality of the tree resulting from this algorithm is
proven similarly to that of (a) above. The time bound on the algorithm is n log n.

For alphabetic trees an algorithm similar to that of 7 yields an n solution.
Case (d). tr-ary trees, weights only at the leaves, letters of unequal cost. No

polynomially bound algorithm is knownmsee [8] for an integer programming
solution.

In 8, we have given a o-2n solution for the alphabetic case. It is not known
whether it is possible to reduce the nonalphabetic case to the alphabetic case since
no result similar to Lemma 8 of 6 is known to hold.

Case (e). Restricting the maximum depth of the tree to K. For the alphabetic
case, this causes an additional factor of K. For the nonalphabetic case, (a) and (c)
retain their previous bounds, whereas the appropriate variant of (b) requires a
reduction to the alphabetic case (see Lemma 8, 6).

In conclusion, we may say that in most cases there are slightly better
algorithms for the nonalphabetic case. However, there is a case (d) for which no
polynomially bound algorithm is known for the nonalphabetic case, whereas the
alphabetic case has a polynomial algorithm.
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